Tutodal on fuzzy Jo,lll£1n stmuli.I11Jm.
The state of the art in simulation Although still young, the science of slmuletlon developed through the y11ars because of advences on two clet~rly recogntzttble , end roughly perallel tracks. on one trt~ck, computer langueges have made progress through four or five generations so that a user now hDs only the embaressment of mttking tt choice. On the other track 11 multlt~de of problems of incret~sing complexity ~re recogmzed that cen be solved by using the appropn11te lenguoges. First encountered were problems with physical processes which were well understood, Dnd for which known laws hold t~nd good dtttt~ cen be obtt~ined. These were bt~slcttlly problems of 11 deterministic nature. Then grttdur.tlly more probabilistic features were Introduced Into the simulations, such as the Monte Cttrlo techniques. These were still app11ed pnman1y to problems with well defined, or well substrmtieted cheractensl'ics. An exemple Is the cless of slmuletlon which depends on cntlcal events. Optlmiz~ttlon was often considered 11 suit~tble tool for meny of these problems.
Cleerly, es the physical processes beceme more Involved 11nd, at the some time Jess clet~rly understood or defined, success in simulation decret~sed. Furthermore, the quelity of data which had to be used In some form or enother for most of the current problems, for which simulation would be highly desirable, also worsened. The uncerteinty 11ssocieted with dt~ttt htts been pertially ~tlleYI~tted by probabll1ty or randomness conslder~ttlons. However, there exists ~tnother type of uncertelnty for which probobilistic/rendomness assumptions do not suffice.
Why? We believe 11 challenge eKists to simulete reD! life situetions for which imprecision/inexectness are a stete of nature. Namely, one wishes to simulete within en Inexact environment enct with Inexact Clttttt. For exemple, stmult~tion in the usuttl sense of the word, does not yield good result!; when ~tpplied to the interesting sets of problems which operete on heunstics. It is precisely on this set of problems thet the tools th11t stem from fuzzy set theory have begun yielding It gre11t de~tl of successes. To show thot a probobilistlc, or stochestic epproach Is not elweys sufficient In slmuletion, consider 11 group of people who ~Sre wtlling to referee pepers which ere submitted to a joumel . To estimete the probebt11ty thet anyone is celled to referee a paper Is one type of problem. To estimate the 8b111ty or this person to perform tiS a referee Is quite e~nother problem. Consider ~Snother example. A person is observed doing gl!rdening in the backyard. We could try to estimate a probability measure thot this person belongs to e ge~rden club. This is e~ different kind of mee~sure from thot which specifies how active this person would be tn the club. Medtctne produces many epplicatlons 11s well. For instance, the probllb111ty the~t e symptom or e dlse11se exists In t1 pe~t1ent Is different question from e~ssesslng the seventy with which the symptom exists in 11 specific petlent.
To conclude, there ~Sre reel 11fe situetlons with uncerteinty for which probe~btlity and randomness do not suffice. WhiSt Is needed is a systeml!tlc WI!Y to del!l with reesoning under uncertainty. Fuzzy logic affords such a new epproach.
What is 11 fuzzy set ?
The most ettrect1ve fe~Sture or ruzzy sets Is tMt It effords an eppllceble rendition of the notion of belonging to complex situotions for which • belonging • connot be defined shorply.
Since the publication of Zedeh's seminal paper in 1965 [20] , some four thousand 11rticles and thirty books heve been published on the topic of fuzzy sets and reloted areas. Two international journals and en internl!tlonel society are entirely devoted to the support and dissemination of the most recent advances in the field . Even popular press has recently paid attention to the notion of fuzziness , particularly as 1t applies to problem solving using the computer [ 11, 15, 16, 23 ) . Whet he~s ~Sttrected ell this e~ttentton ?
For simplicity , assume thllt B is a collection which hes a fin1te number of members. For eKample, B is the set of people in this room. Suppose we went to determine the probability th11t each person in this room can perform 41 a specific act1v1ty such as skiing.
We would collect data ond meke projections from known distributions. However, the foregoing would not answer enother question of import~Snce. If we ask each person whether or not they l!re able to ski , then to each person in this room we cl!n attach e value thet describes the l!billty to ski of this particular individual. WhiSt Is each tndiYidUI!l"s e~b111ty to ski Is the problem of context. This eb111ty Is a fuzzy concept.
Let s denote any individuel In this room end let a(s) denote the abllity of s in skiing with Its Yl!lue calibrated In some feshion, usuelly between 0 and 1. Then the set of pairs (s,a(s)) Is called o fuzzy set w1th support set B end membershiP function a . Such e set or pelrs w111 be denoted B 1 (f Is for fuzzy !) wn11e B simply denotes the support set. Many of the properties that hold for sets \n the classical boolean case also hold for fuzzy sets. Fuzzy sets theory is a generellzatlon of the ordtnl!ry set theory [ 13] . In fact, If the membership function can only equal 0 or 1 then the fuzzy set reduces to the ordinery case. The following snows that a simple property of orntnl!ry sets does not hold for fuzzy sets. Recl!ll that the Intersection of on ordtnery set wtth tts complement ts empty. let 0' 1 denote the complement of the fuzzy set 0,. In otlher words, the set of pairs that belong to a fuzzy set and to its complement need not be empty. This fDct turns out to yield some Interesting methods to enDiyze inexadness 11 9) , 1121.
Languages
Having deDit with the rudiments of fuzzy set theory, let us tum to some more familiar computer lDnguDges which deal with conteKt and logic. After aH, this is the medium In which we w111 write our simuletions. These ere the tools which we will use to construct the fuzzy algorithms. For example, from these 11 global view of the Interactions that arise among a group of decision makers Is possible .
RecaH thet by object oriented programming Is meant a programming style which permits descriptive and procedural attributes of an object to be associr~ted directly with that object In 11 context (or in t1 fr11me tiS it Is known In Artlflcltll Intelligence circles). lncldenttllly, one definition characterizes an object as a set of operations, and also as a system component consisting of a set of prl11·ate memory locations. In practice, this definition of tlbject aHows that sets of rules, and in fact whole programs, can be connected with the objects which are the subject of the simulation.
If the environment of the model with which the object must deal Is fuzzy, then this object is provided with t1 set of fuzzy logic rules. Some progn1mming tools which would seem J)articu1ar1y appropriate for coding fuzzy logic problemninclude the following_ One of them is the KEE ( 1 0) software system which provides an exemple of e grab bag of tollls. These tools fectlltate object oriented programming of expert systems In a simulation environment. Another more famous, end more 8ccessible eKample, Is the SMALLTALK-60 ltlngu8ge which has been implemented for mini-computers. It Is well described in 8 text thDt bears the same n11me [9] . It is popular, pDrticularly in ArtificiDI Intelligence Dpp1ications.
Vet, another eKample is ROSS, en ocronym stonding for Rule Oriented Sustems Simulation ( 14). It is 8 longuoge thot comblnl3S the twin evolution8ry oaths of SIMSCRIPT /SIMULA with the Artificial Intelligence Dpprooches embodied tn SMALL TALK, and tn the much older languDge! CONNIVER Dnd micro-PLANNER. ROSS Is interesting. It uses the following basic paradigm. This pDradigm Is referred to DS the Actor-Message-Actor paradigm. It describes the process in which there is an entity, 11 person or a machine, sending a mess11ge to a receiver, also o person or e mDchlne.
ROSS directly maps people to people Interactions. It Dchieves this goDI by letting people (known as actors) tDlk through conventional messages with other people (actors). When the second ac:tor receives the message, this entity (Dn 42 3ct.or in ROSS) consults the behavior Hst to discover whet the response should be.
The response is in the form of onother mess11ge to the sender, or Dnother actor. It may require only 11 simple pattern motctr to pick o right beMvlll)r. This can be compared to 11 booleon type of response. In other words, the result of ttre motching is perfect, or else it is denied. In fDct , the use of fuzzy logic permits the response to be driven by extemol goals. An example i1s FLIP , i.e. Fuzzy Logic Interactive Program ( 4,5, B, 16 ). Informally , it hos been reported thot a fuzzy logic chip has been constructed in Jopan quite recently.
In the p11st few years much research has been directed to modify the boolean opproach. This research has led to the use of ce1rtainty factors , of the theory of belief , tmd of fuzzy logic to decide the proper behoviorol responses.
What Is fuzzy log1c 1 fuzzy logic may be viewed as a generalization of multiple-YDlued logic in that it provides a wider r8nge of tools for deaHng with uncertainty and imprecision in knowledge representation , inference , and decision onolysis. In pDrticulDr, fuzzy logic allows: (I) the use of fuzzy auantiflers eKempllfled by ·most· , ·several' , 'many' • 'few· , 'many more· , etc. ; (ii) the use of fuzzy orobobmties exempHfied by 'Hkely' ·unlikely' , 'not very likely'. etc. ;
Ciii) the us13 of fuzzy truth-yolyes exemplified by 'quite true' I ·very true' , ·mostly false· , etc. ; (iv) the use of oredlcote modifiers exemplified by ·very'
• ·more or less' , ·quite' , etc. ; (v) the use of fuzzy posslb111tles exemplified by ·quite poss1b1e'. 'almost impossible'. etc ..
Whot m11tters most about fuzzy logic fs its ability to deDI with fuzzy quantifiers DS fuzzy numbers , which mDy be manipulated through the use of fuzzy adthmetic (21) . This ob111ty depends on the e~tlstence -within fuzzy logic -of the concept of cardinality or , more generany , the concept of me11sure of t1 fuzzu set. This aspect of fuzzy logic mDkes it portlcul8rly well-suited for the management of uncertainty in expert systems (22) , where in systems like MYCIN and PROSPECTOR the certainty f8~=tors ere often fuzzy quantifiers • llke 'mDny more'. More specificDlly , by employing a single fr~~mework -ror the analysis of both probabilistic and possibntstlt: uncertainties , fuzzy logic provides e systemDtlc basis for Inference from premises which ore 1mprec1se, Incomplete , or not totally re11Dble. In th1s way • 1t becomes possible to derive a set of rules for combining evidence through conjunction , disjunction , and chaining ( 171. In effect , such rules may be viewed as instDnces c1f syllogistic reasoning in fuzzy logic. However, unHke in most of the existing expert systems. they Dre not Dd hoc in n11ture.
We have been talking about measurements. In order to include measurement in 11 fuzzy sense, the concept of cardinality Is needed. Cardinality of a fuzzy set is related In en essential ~ay to the concept of e fuzzy quantifier. The cardinality of a fuzzy set may be defined in a variety of ~ays.
The simplest one Is the sigma-count ~hlch ~ill be defined by using again the fuzzy sets of the previous section. 
An application
A medical application of fuzzy logic Is found In the CADIAG-2 system • a system that was developed ot the University of Vienna (1,2,:51. This application hos an additionol objective. It otms to Introduce the simulation community to en Instance of a method whereby membership values ore computed from observations. At the same time, 'tt shows how rules of Inference ore used.
The baste rule on which the Inference mechan\sm 1n CADIAG-2 re11es Is the compositional rule of Inference . Let s be o patient. .Let m(s,f) be the subjective evoluotion of e physician expressing to ~hot degree is f affecting s , t.e. it is a fuzzy description of e patient's finding. Two different kinds of relationships are taken into account : (I) This problem prevents extension of slmulr~Uon Into Important areas of human behttvlor , e.g. numan decision making. The problem Is not solved by probability/randomness arguments alone. A complete tre11tment requires the use of 11 phenomenon known liS fuzziness. A sketchy introduction to fuzzy sets has been given. Some computer techniques, and tools, capable of dealing with a fuzzy logic treatment of human behavior processes were identified. A fuzzy logic overview was presentee!. An actual example, taken from medlclll sources and which used fuzzy logtc. closed this tutorial.
